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CRUSOE THE ISOLATO
Daniel Defoe
Wrestles with Solitude
Irene Basey Beesemyer
It is, we know, the stoty of a man who is thrown,
after manyperils and adventures, alone upon a desert
island. The mere suggestion—peril and solitude and
a desertisland—is enough to rouse in us the expecta
tion ofsomefar land on the limits of the world;of the
sun rising and the sun setting; of man, isolatedfrom
his kind, brooding alone upon the nature of society
and the strange ways of men...We read; and we are
rudely contradicted on every page. There are no
sunsets and no sunrises; there is no solitude and no
soul There is, on the contrary, staring us fullin the
face nothing but a large earthenware pot.—Virginia
Woolf'

arge earthenware pots rarely become legends. Yet
Robinson Crusoe and Crusoe himself, appearing to
spring full-blown from the kiln of Daniel Defoe's
prolific imagination, both achieved a kind of instant popular status that
allowed for four editions of the work to appear in the first year of

' Virginia Woolf,"Robinson Crusoe," Twentieth-Century Interpretations of Robinson Crusoe, ed. Frank
H. Ellis (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1969) 21.
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publication.^ The "Strange Surprizing Adventures" of shipwreck,
marooning, isolation, and deliverance by PYRATES (as the tide page
so temptingly promised) was itself a fetching enough prize to be pirated
repeatedly by unauthorized publishers^ till it suffered the ultimate
copyright insult of reproduction in chap book form for the quasiliterate."^ It also garnered the ultimate accolade. Writing in 1834, Sir
Walter Scott estimated that within forty years of Crusoe's appearance
some forty-one different Robinson Crusoe spin-offs emerged along with
fifteen other imitations bearing different titles.^
Robinson Crusoe's salabihty continues throughout the twentieth
century; with its characters woven into the fabric of the commonplace,
its very name has become its own genre of literature (Robinsonades)'^
^ what is even more remarkable, the first three editions were printed within three successive
months, April, May, and June; the fourth edition modesdy waited for two months before
appearing on August 8,1719.
^ The third volume of theCrusoe series, SeriousKiJlections DuringtheUfe andSurprisingAdventuns
ofRebinson Crusoe. (Subsequent parenthetical references will refer to this textas SR.) In a chatty
monologue, the "publisher" thumbs his nose at the competition, attributing their belittlement
of the first two books to their exclusion from the enormous profits of publication. He scolds,
then dismisses "those whose avarice, prevailing over their honesty, had invaded the property
of this book by a corrupt abridgment," undoubtedly referring to Thomas Cox and the
Amsterdam Coffee-House Piracy. "The principal pirate is gone to his place," he chortles, and
we say no more of him—De mortuis nil nisi bonum [speak only good of the dead]: it is
satisfaction enough that the attempt has proved abortive, as the baseness of the design might
give them reason to expect it would" (Lxindon: J. M. Dent, 1895, xvi).
•* Angus Ross, introduction, Robinson Crusoe^ by Daniel Defoe (London: The Penguin Group,
1988) 10—12. In this introduction to the Penguin edition, Ross briefly reviews the text's
involved history of publication providing an outlineof bibliographic resources on this subject.
^ Sir Walter Scott, "Scott on Defoe's Life and Works," Dejoe: The Critical Heritage, ed. Pat
Rogers (London: Routledge and Kegan, 1972) 79. Writing in 1923, Paul Dottin notes that
even Robinson Crusods detractors profited. Riding the slipstream of its popularity. Grub Street
habitue Charles Gildon dashed off his scathingly critical pamphlet, Robinson Crusoe Examin'd
andCriticis'd, five months after Defoe's text appeared. This rejoinderenjoyed second and third
printings the same year, boosting the popularityof Gildon's slow-selling works that previously
"could scarcely sell out one edition" (57, 55). Dottin comments that "Gildon reflected that
he could do a good piece of business, and at the same time have his revenge on Defoe, by
writing a sharp criticism of RobinsonCrusoe. Anything connected with this great book was sure
of an easy sale" (55). Dottin points out that this attack represents the envy of a professional
writer like Gildon at Robinson Crusods immediate success and his "jealousy at the triumph so
easily achieved by a rival writer who always wrote hastily, was no scholar, and who, besides,
had formerly abused him in two poems" (PaulDottin, "The Life of Charles Gildon," Robinson
Crusoe Examin'd and Criticis'd,Gildon [London: J.M. Demand Sons Ltd., 1923] 55).
' In addition, Maximillian Novak argues, Crusoe's survival as a mythic figure provides a
template for reading other texts with its narrative of artifactitious dimensions "shap[ing] our
perception of the world
And if the novel was never the same after Crusoe'saccount, could
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with the text generating an astonishing amount of new scholarship.
But all of the studies inspired by its colonialism, cannibalism, capital
ism, utopianism—to name but a few—are solidly grounded in a basic
given: Crusoe is completely alone, "locked up with the eternal bars and
bolts of the ocean, in an uninhabited wilderness, without redemption."^
The story begins, Virginia Ogden Birdsall notes, "only when the
solitary individual finds himself alone against the world. It is...solitude
that is the most notable indicator of the Defoe characters' condition."®
Defoe did not discover an island: he created one, both geographically
and psychologically.® John Dennis's observations in 1876 can be
extrapolated to include this internality: "few spots in geography [and
mental geography] have a greater interest than this."'® Virginia Woolf
is wrong. We do see a man "isolated from his kind, brooding alone"
upon the nature of his society of one. And there are sunrises and
sunsets, but within the solitude of his soul. For to be the Crusoe, he
must be the shipwrecked, island-bound isolato, the man of perpetual
solitude.
Because literary legends rarely do spring full-grown from the heads
of their creators, academic detectives continue to investigate potential
sources for Crusoe's isolation story. Various influence studies have
pointed to the Alexander Selkirk shipwreck tale publicized in England
eight years before Crusoe's publication, and also the traditions of
French, British and Dutch travel literature as possible launching points
for Defoe's text; David Fausset, for example, has revived earlier
comparisons to Hendrik Smeeks's 1708 novel with "a Dutch Robin
son," the Mighty Kingdom oJKrinke
positing it as the thematic urtext" and MaximiUian Novak notices resemblances to the 1708
translation of Abu ibn al-Tufail's The Improvement of Human Reason}^
genuine relations of shipwrecks ever be without its echo of Crusoe's experiences?" (Realism,
Myth and History in Defoe's Fiction [Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983] 46).
' Daniel Defoe, Robinson Cmsoe (London: The Penguin Group, 1988) 125. Subsequent
parenthetical references will refer to this text as RC.
® Virginia Ogden Birdsall, Defoe's Perpetual Seekers (Lewisburg: Buchnell University Press,
1985) 18.
' The word "isolated" derives from the Latin insulatus, "made into an island."
'"John Dennis, review of Robinson Crusoe, Rogers, Critical Heritage, 200.
" David Fausset,TheStrangeSurprisfn^SourcesofRobinson Crusoe (Amsterdam: Editions Rodopi
*B.V.,1994) 11.
)
" Maximillian Novak, Defoe and the Mature ofMan (London: Oxford University Press, 1963),
24. Also see Novak's Realism, Myth, and History in Defoe's Fiction for contemporary histori-
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But I do not propose to explore parallel story lines or leitmotifs in this
essay. By concentrating exclusively on the isolational/soHtudmal/
socially separational trope"—the plinth of the work—one can see that
potential sources of thematic inspiration only instantiate the particulars
of solitude. That is, man X or Y or Z washes up on deserted island 1,
2, or 3 and more than likely Defoe incorporated some combination of
these factors in his text. After all, the Alexander Selkirk story of 1711
did fire public imagination; manipulating it into salable fiction would
have been good business to the consumer-wise Defoe." Even Richard
Steele's political journal. The Englishman, capitalized on Selkirk's fiftytwo months alone on Juan Fernandez Island; indeed, Steele's entry of
3 December 1713 purports to relate the substance of frequent
conversations between Steele and Selkirk "soon after his Arrival in
England, in the Year 1711."" And TheEnglishmatfs detailed accounting
of Selkirk's survival plan bears close resemblance to physical particulars
of Defoe's Crusoe text." Defoe's perceptions of Selkirk's ordeal,

cal/political influences revealed through Defoe's journalistic endeavors.
" For the purposes of simplification, I am here using "isolation," "solitude," and "socially
separated" as interchangeable terms. They are, in fact, not. The various authors I will discuss
as well as Defoe himself assign them subtly different meanings that supply the energy (as well
as a good deal of confusion and misunderstanding for the reader) to their arguments.
'•* In The Keluctant Pilgrim (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1966),J. Paul Hunter questions
the usefulness of source studies that seek to attribute Robimon Crusoe to a specific tale of
shipwreck and marooning. He argues that readers are "more likely to be impressed by
[Defoe's] ability to distinguish the norm in the experiences of island castaways than to be
convinced that he wrote with a specific incident in mind" (12-13). In addition, thelong delay
between the publication of Robinson Crusoe and published accounts of Selkirk's experiences
suggests that Defoe was doing more in his text than capitalizing on a no longer recent specific
event. Rather, Hunter contends, Defoe had certain ideological concepts in mind and drew on
fact to give form to an abstract agenda. In the context of this paper, I maintain that an
analysis of solitude is one of those agendas Defoe had in mind.
Richard Steele, The Englishman, Na 25, 3 December 1713, ed. Rae Blanchard (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1955) 106-07.
" According to Steele, Selkirk was put ashore with "a Sea-Chest, his wearing Cloaths and
Bedding, a Fire-lock, a Pound of Gun-powder, a large quantity of Bullets, a Flint and Steel,
a few Pounds of Tobacco, an Hatchet, a Knife, a Kettle, a Bible, and other Books of
Devotion, together withPieces that concerned navigation,and his Mathematical Instruments."
The island teemed with wild goats, cats, and rats; at first he lived on turtle meat, then lamed
young goats to provide a ready source of food. After the immediate necessities of survival
were satisfied, Selkirk became "dejected, languid, and melancholy, scarce able to refrain from
doing himself Violence, till by Degrees, by the Force of Reason, and frequent reading of the
Scriptures, and turning his Thoughts upon the Study of Navigation, after the Space of
eighteen Months, he grew thoroughly reconciled to his Condition. When he had made this
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however, would have gone beyond the physical. Defoe would have
known that Selkirk did more than merely survive; Sir Walter Scott
observes that "Defoe may have known so much of Selkirk's history as
to be aware how much his stormy passions were checked and tamed by
his long course of solitude, and that, from being...a brawling dissolute
seaman, he became (which was certainly the case) a grave, sober,
reflective man.""
But we can separate these particulars of the text from the idea of
solitude, a condition that Philip Koch identifies as "a time in which
experience is disengaged from other people...in one's experimental
world... this curious region spreading out behind Time's back in which
you gaze from the absolute center of the world and your thinking is the
only human voice."^® In its articulations from antiquity through the
Renaissance/eighteenth century, this abstraction provided a vital
breeding ground for Defoe's unique—and radical—^reformulation of
methods of accessing "that only human voice." Although the particu
lars of Crusoe's experience can perhaps be wrested into any number of
templates of influence, the basis of his story, solitude, finds its roots in
an ongoing debate on the relative merits of the vita activa versus the
retired life. In addition to its other potential sources and mythic
strategies, Crusoe can be read as emerging from contemporary interpre
tations of solitude (as well as Defoe's personal experience on the
subject, which I will address later in this essay); more importandy,
Defoe's place on the spectrum of this rigorous argument significandy
deviates from traditional positions adopted in the eighteenth-century
controversy. Ultimately, Defoe projects, true solitude—comprehension
and appreciation of one's solitariness that give rise to a singular
perception of personal interiority—can only arise out of and follow an
externally imposed isolation experience; this alone permits the
individual both to access and to hold conversation with the community
of the inner self.

conquest, the Vigour of his Health, Disengagement from the World, a constant, chearful,
serene Sky, and a temperate Air, made his Life one continual Feast, and his Being much more
joyful that it had before been irksome." He constructed a "bower," crafted clothes made of
goat skins, and like Crusoe in his illness, lay senseless for several days after tumbling from a
precipice (Steele, The Englishman, 106-07).
" Scott in Rogers, CriticalHeritage, 77.
^'Th^vpK.oda,SolitHde: APhihsophicalEncounter {(Z\ai^go-. Open Court, 1994), 27.
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Most readers of Robinson Crusoe, however, downplay—even
misinterpret—the internality of the eponymous hero's isolation. Seeing
only Virginia Woolf s clay pot, they structure Crusoe as the ultimate
commercial man replicating the capitalist process with his fortifications,
storehouse, herds of goats, and so forth. And this is unarguable, but
only as far as it goes. Paula Backscheider, for example, notes in a 1986
text that "Defoe isolates his characters and has them invent civilization
all over again... .They invent ways to meet basic needs, they form
governments, and they stratify society."'® Koch reinforces this theme
by pointing out that "Crusoe is quintessentially a practical economic
man....The qualities of his experiences in isolation were largely
determined by the successes and failures in the saga of economic
interdependence and self-reliance. Crusoe was not one to brood
much...sometimes despairing of the isolation, sometimes reveling in it,
much of the time he was simply busy with other things."^" More
recently, Janis Svilpis argues that Crusoe's isolation serves as an
exemplar of capitalism without its attendant problems: prelapsarian
capitalism, so to speak.^'
But Crusoe's solitude embraces more than the exigencies of simple
economics. Virginia BirdsaU recognizes the duality and interdepen
dence of a Crusoe of commerce and a Crusoe of solitude when she
labels his story "a history of extending his knowledge both outside and
inside himself.... Just as he tames outward nature by cultivating more
and more land, domesticating more and more animals, exploring more
and more widely the outlying areas of his island, so he tames inner
energies by... [the] conquest of inner space.Like Crusoe, Defoe
himself 'entrepeneured' at a dizzying rate; but Defoe, according to
Leslie Stephen, was also "the most conspicuous political Dissenter of
his time... [who] must necessarily have led the solitary inner life that we
know he Uved."^^ "The mind and experience of Defoe are everywhere
in Robinson Crusoe" Backscheider suggests in her biography of Defoe,

" Paula R. Backscheider, Daniel Defoe: Ambition and Innovation (Lexington: The University
Press of Kentucky, 1986), 235.
Koch, Solitude, 35—36.
Janis Svilpis, "Bourgeois Solitude in 'Robinson Crusoef English Studies in Canada 22 (1996)
35-43.
BirdsaU, Defoe's Perpetual Seekers, 37, 36.
" Leslie Stephen, "Defoe's Novels," Rogers, Critical Heritage, 194.
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underscoring this concept of dual Crusoes?'* In the 1690's, after all,
Defoe spent some time in Newgate for debt, expressing lessons learned
there in a preface to the eighth Volume of the Review of 1712: "In
prison I have learnt to know that Liberty does not consist in open
Doors.Crusoe's inner threats of fear and despair in some way reflect
Defoe's own feelings of fear and despair under similar conditions of
enforced isolatdon.^"^ In speaking of this kind of isolation, Novak notes,
"We are dealing with an experience [Defoe] knew well
He must
have known that 'jail rot' which leaves its permanent psychological
scars."^^ For while Defoe was in prison, "[he] seems to have been
searching his soul with a good deal of perception."^® "Reactions to
imprisonment," Backscheider adds, "but began the emotions Defoe
took from his life" and engrafted onto his character of Crusoe, creating
"symbolic parallels."^®
If Defoe's private conversations in prison with "his the only
human voice" developed into the fictionalized instantiation of a
solitary life in Robinson Crusoe, this contradicts Robert Sayre's contention
that "the eighteenth-cenmry writer does not develop any thematics of
solitude";®® for it is my argument that Defoe not only develops a
sophisticated thematic, but this thematic radically differs from
prevailing contemporary opinions on the subject. However, Sayre is
right in targeting the majority of voices raised in praise or damnation
of solitude as embracing philosophically simplistic notions (specified
later in this text).
And that many voices were raised in pursuit of this esoteric theme
hardly needs establishing. Solitude versus social intercourse appears
throughout the long eighteenth century in such diverse works as
Milton's "L'Allegro" and "II Penseroso," James Thomson's 1729
"Winter; A Poem," Anne Finch, Countess of Winchilsea's "Petition for
an Absolute Retreat," Rousseau's important 1M Nouvelle Heloise,

"Quoted in Paula Backscheider, Dante/Defoe: His Life (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1989), 417.
" Quoted in Backscheider, DanielDfoe: His Life,
.
"Birdsall, Defoe's Perpetual Seekers,
" Novak, Realism, 44.
^'Novak,D foe and the Nature of Man,'[4'[.
"Backscheider, Daniel Defoe: His Life, d\6,d\A.
" Robert Sayre, Solitude in Society (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978) 50.
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Abraham Cowley's short 1668 tract,'^ and John Zimmerman's four
quarto volumes on sohtude^^ published from 1784 to 1786. Writers
were expending a great deal of energy on the topic. Dr.Johnson saw fit
to continue the dialogue on the relative merits of private versus public
life in both 1750 and 1754/^ and even the SpectatorhsA chimed in with
commentaries ranging across the years of 1710—1714. Solitude was a
hot topic and with the combination of his own isolation experiences
and Grub-Street savvy, it seems likely that Defoe's prolific reading put
him in touch with the issues of solimde being considered in the
literature of the day. We can ascertain with certainty, however, that
Defoe did encounter two specific contemporary essays on the subject.
In 1665, the Scots lawyer Sir George Mackenzie published.^4 Mora/
^ssaj, Preferring Solitude to Publick 'Employment, And All it's Appanages; such
as Fame, Command, PJches, Pleasures, Conversation, &C. ^ answered by his
friend, John Evelyn in 1667 with Publick Employment and an ActiveUfe
Prefer'd to Solitude, and all its Appanages, Such as Fame, Command, PJches,
Conversation, (&c. In 'Peply to a late Ingenious Esscy of a contrary Title?^
Mackenzie's text was obviously topical enough^^ to merit numerous
reprints, for after its first publication in Edinburgh in 1665, it was
subsequendy reissued in 1666,1685,1693,1713, and finally in 1716 in
an impressive two-volume quarto edition of all of Mackenzie's
collected writings. Mackenzie himself was no obscure Scottish lawyer

Abraham Cowley, "Of Solitude," Several Discourses bf Way of Essays in Verse and Prose
(London: Methuen and Co., 1904), 22-29.
John Zimmerman, d'flZrtoife (New York: C. Wells, 1840).
"Samueljohnson,Commentary #7, TAeRflwiifcrofTuesday, 10 April1750, TheRa/nb/er,eds.
W.J. Bate and Albrecht B. Strauss, vol. 1 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969) 40.
Samuel Johnson, Commentary # 126, The Adventurer of Saturday, 19 January 1754, The
Adventurer (Troy: Pafraets Book Company, 1903), 26-32.
Sir George Mackenzie, A Moral Essay (London: S. Briscoe, 1693). This edition also
includes Evelyn's rebuttal.
According to Brian Vickers who edited the 1986 facsimile edition of both texts {Public and
Private Life in the Seventeenth Century: The Mackensfe-Evefyn Debate, [Delmar, New York:
Scholars' Facsimiles and Reprints, 1986]), this debate takes the form of the paradox, or
academic debate; Mackenzie was, in fact, "one of the leading public figures in Scodand" at
the time (xii) while Evelyn himself, in a letter to Abraham Cowley quoted by Vickers
apologizes for defending public life in the same manner '"as those who prays'd dirt, a flea,
and the gowte'" (xiii).
^ Abraham Cowleymentions that the subject of Mackenzie's and Evelyn's essays was not only
topical, but "'one of the greatestcontroversies both modern and ancient'" (quoted in Vickers,
xii.)
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propounding upon even more obscure moral rhetoric; he authored a
novel in 1660/^ served as a defense counselor for the Marquis of Argyll
who had been accused of high treason in 1661, and later became the
King's Advocate, that same "Bluidy Mackenzie" of the Scottish
conventicles and the killing years.^® He was on familiar and friendly
terms with the famous (or infamous) John Graham of Claverhouse
(Bonnie Dundee),^' immortalized by Sir Walter Scott in Old Mortality.
In their capacities as distinguished public figures, Mackenzie's and
Evelyn's well-known literary debate set the standard for most of the
positioning going on regarding the benefits of retirement versus the
benefits of society.
Defoe read Mackenzie's essay on solitude, and even Evelyn's
rebuttal. In his own Serious Rejlections, Defoe specifically refers to other
Mackenzie writings in a chapter devoted to "Immorality of Conversa
tion, and the Vulgar Errors of Behavior," citing Mackenzie as an
unimpeachable source of commentary on "lewd discourse." "Talking
bawdy, that sodomy of the tongue," Defoe charges, "has the most of
ill manner and the least of a gentleman in it of any part of common
discourse. Sir George Mackenzie has very handsomely exposed it in its
proper colors; but it may not be an intrenchment at all upon his
province to say something to it in these observations" (SR 91-92).
With Mackenzie's works stiR popular enough to make a final quarto
show in 1716 and Defoe's own Crusoe trilogy appearing in 1719-1720,
it seems certain that if Defoe had read the more obscure work on
"lewd discourse," he was equally familiar with the well-known
Mackenzie-Evelyn debate on solitude and the active life.
Mackenzie equates solitude with the ability to achieve moral
greatness and urges voluntary withdrawal to the country in pursuit of

" Sir George Mackenzie, Aretina, or, the Serious T^omance (Edinburgh: Robert Brown, 1660).
Novak structures the probability that Defoe aligned Crusoe's experiences with the bloody
persecutions of the Covenanters in the 1660s (the basis of Old Mortals^ creating not only a
representation of "all other spiritually and literally isolated individuals, but also.. .those of an
entire nation that had been driven into the wilderness, had suffered the most brutal tortures,
and had emerged with something like a victory in the end." For like the hunted dissenters
savagely pursued by the Royalist forces, Crusoe retreats into his wilderness, thinking he might
be hunted by the cannibals who come to devour their victims on the shores of his island
(R/a&OT 39).
Andrew Lang, Sir George Mackenrqe: King's Advocate, ofKosehaugh, His Life and Times, 1636
(?)-1691 (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1909).
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a solitary life. In a series of complicated propositions, he portrays the
evils of active life and the excellences, by default, of retirement. One
of his more creative examples contends that solitude must be prefera
ble to the vita activcr, in fact.
Greatness and publick Employment are themselves oft (if
not alwayes) design'd as subservient to solitude. Thus Mer
chants hazard drowning, and like the Sun, reel about the
world, that they may gain as much as may aford them the
conveniency of a recess. For this the Lawyers empty their
brains, and Souldiers open their veins; and have oft nothing
to sweeten their anxieties, but the remote prospect of a
solacing retirement. So that solitude must be excellent seeing
it's [sic] enemies buy it at so dear a rate.''"
Conversely, in demonstrating the dangers of public employment, he
points to Moses, Naaman, and David as illustrious figures who were
corrupted by their exposure to the cheap dazzle of "variety," providing
the first tentative nexus between his essay and Defoe's ideas. Avoid the
occasions of sin, both urge, with Mackenzie citing the "contamination
of society'"" and Defoe remarking on "an uninterrupted series, for 8
years, of seafaring wickedness and a constant conversation with
nothing but such as were like myself, wicked and prophane to the last
degree" (RC 103). In addition, Defoe repeatedly emphasizes that
Crusoe's insatiable desire for the "variety" that Mackenzie decries,
causes all of the "miscarriages...procured by my apparent obstinate
adhering to my foolish inclination of wandring abroad" (RC 58).
An even closer connection between Mackenzie and Defoe,
however, surfaces in an odd passage in Preferring Solitude to Public
Employment.
But albeit society were to be valued at the rate imagin'd, yet
solitary persons injoy more the sweets of society, than great
men do: For in all addresses to these, the addressers consider
only what is fit for their private interest, and little else is

Mackenzie, Preferring Solitude, 12.
•" Mackenzie, Preferring Solitude, 48.
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added, besides the dropping of a flattering expression or
two.''^
Sayre interprets this passage as articulating a seminal but non-universalixed paradox: fleeing "from the solitude of conflicting interests in
society to the solitude of community in rural retreat.'"^^ For Defoe's
take on solitude, this notion of community in solitude will prove
important. In addition, later in the essay, Mackenzie declares:
I think the ancient Philosophers put but a mean complement
upon man, when they call'd him a little world; for certainly,
his vast soul hath in it nobler idea's of all that is created, then
the finitness of matter will allow to the Creation it self;
whose spirit is so narrow, but it can in one thought represent
larger Sphears, a more vast Globe, and more boundless Seas,
then all these which were brought from the bosom of the
first Chaos}'^
It seems to me that Defoe picked up on Mackenzie's unusual
notion of community in solitude alongwith the subsequent argument
that man's soul comprises a vast world within, and in Robinson Crusoe
wove these two threads into a representation of community within the
self, with conversations'"among" the selves. Crusoe may work from
sunrise to sunset fetching, planting, and building, but notwithstanding
"conversations" with Poll, the dog and cats, maybe even the goats,
Crusoe is his own sole correspondent for much of the text. And these
conversations take place internally. Mackenzie also briefly toys with
this idea of solitary communication noting that one must "enter into
your own breast, and there survey the several operations of your own
soul.'"*^ Besides the importance of Mackenzie's work in his spirited,
public articulation of a central issue embedded in seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century thought, Mackenzie coiold well have influenced
Defoe's formulation of a unique thematic of solitude.

Mackenzie, Vrejerring Solitude, 69.
•" Sayre, Solitude in Sodety, 47.
" Mackenzie, Preferring Solitude, 77-78.
Mackenzie, Preferring Solitude, 81.
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If the Mackenzie text was a popular essay formalizing the
manifesto of withdrawal, Evelyn's answer propounded the more
accepted binary, the active life. Indeed, Novak declares, "the majority
of writers...ar^ed that man was a social animal, that the bestial life of
the solitary savage was insecure, and that so far from being happy, the
isolated natural man lived in constant fear of death.'"*® Although
Novak is here discussing man in a state of nature while eighteenthcentury withdrawalists only proposed a retreat to the civilized country
estate, the plinth of the argument remains the same: withdrawal is bad.
Public service in society, Evelyn confirms in colorful invective, matters:
Let us therefore...celebrate PubUck 'Employment and an Active
Ufe...:Behold here a Sovereign sitting in his august Assembly of
Parliament enacting wholesome hawr. next him my Lord
Chancellor and the rest of the reverend ]udges and Magistrates
dispensing them for the good of the People... Cities, Houses,
Forts, Ships building for Society, shelter, defence and Commerce. In
another Fable, the poor relieved and set at work, the naked clad,
the. oppress'd deliver'd, the Malefactorpunish'd,the Labourer busied,
and the whole World employed for the benefit oi Mankind. In
a word, behold him in the neerest resemblance to his Almifioty
maker, always in action, and always doing good....On the reverse
now, represent to yourself, he goodliest fiveee of the Creation,
sitting on a Cushion picking his teeth; His Country-Gentleman
taking Tobacco, and sleeping after a gorgeous meak There walks a
Contemplator like a Ghost in a Church-yard, or sits poring on a
book whiles his family starves...On yonder rock an Anchorite at
his beads-. There one picking daisies, another playing at pushpin,
and abroad fheyoungPotcher-mfh his ^fc^and kitehreahxng his
neighbours hedges, or trampling o'er his corn for a Pird not
worth six-pence.
The result of all is. Solitude produces ignorance, renders us
barbarous, feeds revenge, disposes to enty, creates Witches,
dispeoples the World, renders it a desart, and would soon
dissolve it."*^

' Novak, Defoe and the Nature of Man, 23.
' Evelyn in Vickers, Public and PrivateUfe, 253-54.
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Withdrawal from society, Evelyn concludes, effects the end of the
world as we know it.
In a somewhat less dramatic but equally prosocial voice, the
Spectator took up the spirit of Evelyn's argument and a March entry of
1711 finds Steele commenting that he can "very jusdy say with the
ancient sage, 'I am never less alone when alone,'" because the man
who withdraws to "his closet" takes his passions along with him. "The
lover," Steel maintains, "the ambitious, and the miser, are followed
thither by a worse crowd than any they can withdraw from. To be
exempt from the passions with which others are tormented, is the only
pleasing solitude.'"*® In other words, physical removal from the
problems of life accomplishes nothing: man cannot get away from it
all. For Steele, then, physical isolation charges the idea of "soHtude"
with a negative meaning. Only a blameless life can produce a mind at
peace with itself; and only a mind at peace with itself produces true
solitude. Expanding on the notion of voluntary withdrawal as the ignus
fatuus of the world weary, the Spectator of 2 January 1712 continues:
It has been from age to age an affectation to love the plea
sure of solitude, among those who cannot possibly be
supposed qualified for passing life in that manner. This
people have take up from reading the many agreeable things
which have been writ on the subject, for which we are
beholden to excellent persons who delighted in being retired
and abstracted from the pleasures that enchant the generality
of the world. This way of life is recommended indeed with
great beauty, and in such a manner as disposes the reader for
the time to a pleasing forgetfulness, or negligence of the
particular hurry of life in which he is engaged, together with
a longing for that state which he is charmed with in descrip
tion.'*'
Solitude, the Spectator suggests, is not suitable for most men.
Spending time "after the way a man himself likes best in the world," it

^ Richard Steele, Spectator,ed. Alexander Chalmers, vol. 1, No. 4 (New York: D. Appleton
and Company, 1879) 100.
Steele, Spectator, Chalmers, vol. 5, No. 264,314.
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concludes, brings that "pleasing forgetfulness." A man can escape the
world "without going so far as wholly to withdraw from it." Solitude
is something men think they want only when they grow weary of
society. The Spectator, of course, firmly situated within the world of the
sociable Sir Roger and Gende Readers, addressed itself to and
immersed itself in the busde of living. Small wonder Addison's, Steele's,
and Tickle's literary outputs support the active life.
Besides boosting the vita activa, the Spectator condemns physical
isolation as inhuman. In August of 1711, "A Gentle Reader" argues
that "we must have company, and among us very inconsiderable is
better that none at all. We are made for the cements of society, and
came into the world to create relations amongst mankind; and solitude
is an unnatural being to us."^" By 1714, the unnaturalness of solitude
mutates into "a Blot in... Character," a violation of the "Soul of Man"
as an "active principle." "He, therefore, who withdraws from the
Scene before he has played his Part," the Spectator\vA^fs,, "ought to be
hissed off the Stage, and cannot be deemed virtuous, because he
refuses to answer his End."'' Samueljohnson says the same thing, only
forty years later: to "withdraw to solitude," men "desert the station
which Providence assigned them."'^ Andmot only is withdrawal a
contemptible abrogation of duty, but it violates religious principles so
inherent to the Protestant ethic. In his The Christian Hero, Steele quotes
Matt. 5.16: "Tetyour Tight so shine before Men that they mcy see your Good
Works, andglorifieyour Father which is in Heaven."^^ The good Christian
faces life head-on refusing to hide his light in the bushel basket of
physical withdrawal. "And what more glorious Ambition can the Mind
of Man have," Steele queries, "than to consider it self actually Imploy'd
in the Service of, and in a manner in Conjunction with, the Mind of the
Universe, which is for ever Busie without toil, and working without
weariness."'''
Defoe took care that Robinson Crusoe would not be hissed off
the stage for hiding his light; shipwreck and marooning can in no way
qualify as withdrawing from the scene before playing one's part, for

Steele, Spectator, Chaliners, vol. 2, Na 158, 220.
Spectator, eA. Donald F. Bond, vol. 5, Na 613 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965) 94—95.
^^]ohDSoa, Adventurer,'i2.
Richard Steele, Tie CSnrtraa Hero (London: Oxford University Press, 1932), 74.
Steele, Tie CitisHan Hero, 74.
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Crusoe's removal is externally imposed. And while formulating his
thoughts on the solitary life and fleshing out Mackenzie's unusual
rudiment of solitude, Crusoe certainly works without weariness in
volume one of the Robinson Crusoe trilogy. In addition to Mackenzie's
influence, however, when Defoe wrote Serious Reflections or volume
three, he could also have found inspiration in the 1580 writings of
Michel de Montaigne. Montaigne, in his essay on solitude, comments
wryly that "someone once said to Socrates that a certain man was not
at all improved by his travels. 'I very well believe it,"' he reports
Socrates to have replied, '"he took himself along with him.'"^^ Cowley
phrases it somewhat differendy, observing that "It is very fantastical
and contradictory in human nature, that men should love themselves
above all the rest of the world, and yet never endure to be with
themselves And yet our dear self is so wearisome to us, that we can
scarcely support its conversation for an hour together."'^ This moral
relation of the self to the self and the implied connection of the self to
the other centralize the problem implicit in all debates on the virtues
of the public versus the private. The often epideictic treatments of the
issue (Mackenzie's and Evelyn's, for example) largely focus on the
moral or spiritual benefits of solitude to the individual as opposed to
similar benefits he^^ might or might not derive from involvement in
society. Nevertheless, an element of public good is also present: how
best can a man serve the state and society, thus serving both God and
his own moral self-interest?
What becomes confusing here is the interweaving of differ
ing—^and often contradictory—definitions of solitude. In an earlier
foomote, I specified that "solitude," "isolation," and "social separa
tion" do not mean the same things in the context of late
Renaissance/eighteenth-century arguments. Mackenzie's and Evelyn's
definitions of solitude are socially oriented; they denote self-imposed
removal from the bulk of society, physically uprooting oneself to the
country or some such lonely spot and subsequently enjoying a
nonpublic existence. To Montaigne, solitude is the mind withdrawing

Michel de Montaigne, "Of Solitude," Sekcttd Essiffs ly Montaigne (New York: Random
House, 1949), 92.
" Cowley, Several Discourses, 23-24.
" Because the writings of this period structured aU "individuals" as masculine, I will use
masculine pronouns when referring to a single person.
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into itself and liking what it finds there; this represents "the true
solitude, which may be enjoyed in the midst of cities and the courts of
kings."'® Isolation becomes metaphoric. Montaigne's definition
precludes concretized isolation or social removal, only requiringthat we
"reserve a back shop whoUy our own, entirely free,wherein to establish
our.. .principal retreat and solitude. In this we must hold our ordinary
conversation with ourselves, and so privately that no outside relation
ship or communication may find a place there."'® He relegates the
hermitic tradition of social removal to a religious life only, counseling
the average man to seek repose over glory by keeping his involvement
with occupation shy of a level where "trouble begins to mingle with
it "60
jjjjQ yourself," he advises, "but first prepare to receive
yourself there."'^
Correlatively, with Defoe offering the Serious Refkctions as a gloss
upon the "action story" of volume one, he (in the voice of Crusoe)
echoes Montaigne's notions of solitude along with Mackenzie's
hypothesis of inner community: "In solitude a man converses with
himself, and as a wise man said, he is not always sure that he does not
converse with the enemy; but he that is in good company is sure to be
always among his friends" (SR 9). In defense of this later work
interpreting the earlier work, Defoe sets up the relationship of his two
texts as a moral to a fable; the Serious Reflections were not born out of
the story, he maintains; rather, the story was written to illustrate the
fable. In the "moral," Defoe projects the Montaignean definition of
solitude as existing solely in the mind of the individual:
Life in general is...but one universal act of solitude...the
world, I say, is nothing to us but as it is more or less to our
relish, AH reflection is carried home, and our dear self is, in
one respect, the end of living. Hence man may be properly
said to be alone in the midst of crowds and hurry of men and
business....[W]e hate, we covet, we enjoy, all in privacy and
solitude. All that we communicate of those things to any
other is but for their assistance in the pursuit of our desires;
' Montaigne, Selected Essies, 93.
' Montaigne, Selected Essays, 94.
' Montaigne, Selected Essies, 101.
' Montaigne, Selected Essays, 102.
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the end is at home; the enjoyment, the contemplation, is all
solitude and retirement...That man can never want conversa
tion who is company for himself, and he that cannot con
verse profitably with himself is not fit for any conversation
at all. (J'R2-3)
For Defoe at this point, "solitude" can exist inside of the
individual, independent of outside forces. In this "'drama of soKtude,'"
an unknown author wrote in the Dublin University MagasQne, "the
object.. .is to show that in the most wretched state of desertion there
still remains within the human breast a power of life independent of
external circumstances."®^
We can call this type of solitude residing in Montaigne's back
room of the mind "back shop solitude." And in opting for back shop
solimde at this point, Defoe believes that "the freedom and purity of
Crusoe's island [are] minor advantages compared to the comfort and
security of civilization."®^ However, though the popular notion of
'rural retreat'—the country—hardly approximates Crusoe's island, the
strict opposition of the urban and agrarian was starting to break down
at this point in the early eighteenth century. According to Raymond
Williams, with four hundred families out of seven or eight million
people owning one-fourth of the cultivated land, a "regular structure
of tenant farmers and wage-laborers" created a system of "agrarian
capitalism," eliminating the"simple contrast between wicked town and
innocent country, for what happens in town is generated by the needs
of the dominant rural class."®'* Town and country service each other.
With boundaries blurring between the two, the idea of "country retreat"
becomes a retreat in itself; that is, one can withdraw from "a society
based on competition, antagonism, [and] self-interest" by finding the
community within. "Rural solitude," Sayre suggests, has always been
a means "to retreat into oneself." But now, "the new community is not
exterior [or physical]...but the interior 'crowd' within oneself. The
solitary is Itself a community."®®

" "Daniel De Foe," Dublin University Ma^a^ne xlviii 0uly 1856), 57-71, in Rogers, Critical
Heritage, 152.
" Novak, Drfoe and the Nature of Man, 23.
" Raymond Williams, The Country andthe City (London: Chatto and Windus, 1973), 60, 53.
Sayre, Solitude in Society, 45.
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In this way, Crusoe can assert that he finds more solitude in
London than on the island; the emerging model of "social self-under
standing" allowed Defoe to "comprehend the country and the city as
separated yet integrated spheres of activity" with the subsumption of
"binary opposition of country and city within the larger imaginative
structure of universal, peaceful empire." Defoe himself tells us that
he desires "to be heard concerning what solitude really is; for I must
confess I have different notions about it, far from those which are
generally understood in the world" (SR 3). Not physical removal to the
country, then; physical removal for Defoe would no longer be a
necessity.
In fact, Defoe goes out of his way to dismiss physical isolation or
social separation as necessary for or even contributory to true solitude.
This effectively eliminates "deserts and unfrequented places" as well as
"cells [and] monasteries" where one's thoughts are "in no composure
suitable to a retired condition" (SR 3-4) He sneers at solitaires who
seek out desert retreats to be alone, for they are besieged with the
curious, or spend their total sum of mental energy scrounging for the
necessities of life. "Solitude," he conjectures,
as 1 understand by it, a retreat from human society.. .is a
mere cheat.... Man is a creature so formed for society, that
it may not only be said that it is not good for him to be alone,
but 'tis really impossible he should be alone. We are so
continually in need of one another, nay, in such absolute
necessity of assistance from one another, that those who
have pretended to give us the lives and manners of the
solitaires, as they call them, who separated themselves from
mankind, and wandered in the deserts of Arabia and Lybia,
are frequendy put to the trouble of bringing the angels down
from heaven to do one drudgery or another for them,
forming imaginary miracle to make the life of a true solitaire
possible. (SR 12)
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Karen O'Brien, "Imperial Georgic,1660-1789," The Country andthe City Bjvisited,eds. Gerald
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The person who desires to retire from the world but knows he is too
weak to effect the kind of real solitude Montaigne and Defoe suggest,
"causes his soul to commit a rape upon his body, and to carry it by
fotce.. -into a desert...from whence it cannot return, and where it is
impossible for it to have any converse with mankind" (SR 6). Volun
tary retirement equals social separation, and like the Spectator, Defoe
structures it as unnatural and denigrating to the human spirit. Defoe,
however, argues that a dependency on mankind is necessary for solitude,
because when a man is so busy scraping out an existence that could be
comfortably provided by others, he is incapable of providing room in
his life for that back room of inner retirement. By this definition, then,
Robinson Crusoe does not live in solitude. His days are overflowing
with building, fetching, growing, gathering, and all the other activities
necessary to replicate a society of one. "As for confinement in an
island," Crusoe/Defoe agrees, "all that was no soUtude; indeed no part
of it was so, except that which, as in my story, I applied to the
contemplation of sublime things, and that was but a very little, as my
readers well know, compared to what a length of years my forced
retreat lasted" (SR 3-4).
What Mackenzie calls "solitude," Defoe calls "social withdrawal";
it implies free choice. Mackenzie supports it while Defoe eschews it.
However, when Defoe says "isolation," he means "forced confinement,
which in my real history is represented by a confined retreat in an
island" (SR xii). "Isolation" takes on the dark coloring of imprison
ment, coercion, and punishment. "Defoe," Leslie Stephen observes,
"really describes a man in prison, not in solitary confinement."®^ "He
is a man," Novak agrees, "imprisoned on a real and symbolic
island For these reasons, books about isolation and imprisonment
may tell us more about Bstbinson Crusoe than tomes of casuistry."®® If
Crusoe does not enjoy solitude, then, he certainly undergoes isolation
because he is "cast" upon the island and must endure its imprisonment
for twenty-eight years. Crusoe himself attests to this by reading his
marooning as the mete judgment of God for "contempt of advice, and
the breach of my duty to God and my father" (RC 31).®' Since isolation
" Stephens, in Rogers, Critical Heritage,174.
" Novak, ^aUsm, 44.
® Hunter analyzes this in terms of Puritan beliefs concerning man's place in the universe.
With Crusoe viewing his isolation as divine justice, it becomes a reification of fallen man's
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is punitive and back shop solitude demands social intercourse, one
assumes Crusoe cannot experience the proper solitude of interiority on
the island. In the epigraph to "SoUmde" in Serious 'Reflections, Defoe
promises to show "How [solitude is] incapable to make us happy, and
how unqualified to a Christian life" (SR 1). Yet from Defoe's previous
arguments, we know that real solitude is supposed to bring happiness;
it is isolation which causes ruin. I can only assume that Defoe is either
contradicting himself, or indulging in more of that imprecise usage of
"solitude" that so plagues all of these texts on the subject. Or, the
conflicting usage might be paradigmatic of Defoe's own confusion on
the debate. If we go back to the original idea of this essay, that Robinson
Crusoe can be read in context of the ongoing discussion of private
versus public hfe, Defoe might well verbally declare one stance yet
gesture toward another. In this instance of the epigraph, "solitude"
seems to equal "isolation," or become what I will call literal solitude.
"Solitude," then, is charged with two meanings for Defoe: the
proclaimed moral meaning of self-reflexivity (back shop solitude), and
the negative sense of isolation (literal solitude).
If Serious 'Reflections purports to be "the moral" and Robinson Crusoe
"the fable" to illustrate it, the reader should be able to resolve the
controversy of bifurcation in Defoe's meaning of solitude. By applying
the meanings of back shop solitude and literal solitude presented in the
moral, a pattern of preference should emerge. How, ultimately, do the
texts of Robinson Crusoe position Defoe in the philosophic debate of the
time?™
If back shop solitudeis an attitude of mind rather than of body, it
would seem that Crusoe should be unaffected by his isolation; after all,
if "the mind be confined, if the soul be truly master of itself, all is safe;
for it is certainly and effectually master of the body, and what signify
retreats, especially a forced retreat as mine was?" (SR 6—7). G. W
Kennedy comments that "Defoe [writing in the persona of Robinson

"alienation from God," a separation "by a wide gulf as a result of sin. He is lonely and
isolated in a world for which he was not in the first place intended, hut into which he is cast
as a result of sin" (TAe 'Riluctant Pilgrim, 142).
™ I realize that hy taking this stance, I am virtually discounting what Defoe expressly says in
the Serious Rtfkctions. Yet considering that Robinson Crusoe is hy far the dominant text, I think
it is also fair to assess Defoe's position on the basis of what he actually does with the
concepts, not merely what he says he does or what he intends the reader to understand.
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Crusoe] seems completely comfortable with this notion of isolation,
accepting it as a simple fact of Ufe, with no misgivings whatsoever."^'
And in the first parts of Crusoe's story, this appears true. On day one
of the island text he arrives on land: "I was...safe on shore, and began
to look up and thank God that my life was saved"(RC 65). Sometime
after day twenty, he discovers that the island seems to be devoid of
human life and going to the top of a hill, sees that "I was in an island
environed every way with the sea, no land to be seen"(RC 71). It is not
_jintil after day thirty-two that some impassioned notice of his condition
appears on the pages of the text, a disproportionately long time to
become upset about his fate. This kind of aloneness precludes
contemplation, however, because Crusoe's mind is not confined and
his soul is not master of itself. He has been so busily engaged in
attending to the exigencies of life (the very activities Defoe has targeted
as detrimental to successful solitude) he has had no time to live beyond
a purely material existence. After seeing to all the necessities—trips
to the wreck, food, habitation, storage—he now has time to exclaim:
I had a dismal prospect of my condition.. .1 had great reason
to consider it as a determination of Heaven, that in this
desolate place and in this desolate manner I should end my
life; the tears would run plentifully down my face when I
made these reflections, and sometimes I would expostulate
with myself, why Providence should thus compleady mine its
creatures, and render them so absolutely miserable, so
without help abandoned, so entirely depressed, that it could
hardly be rational to be thankful for such a life (RC 80).
Now that Crusoe moves into literal solitude mode, he suddenly
becomes contemplative. And it is precisely in this reflective state of
mind that Defoe argues back shop solitude is possible. In a strange
contradiction of definition (what we might call an island inversion),
Crusoe is unable to enjoy complete solitude when he is unaware of his
surroundings because he is unaware through physical necessity, not
mental transcendence; as soon as he achieves interior awareness, he

" G. W Kennedy, 'The Uses of Solitude: Dickens and Rebiitson Crusoe," Victorian Newsktter
52 (1977): 27.
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knows isolation. Only after he has thus prepared to receive himself,
can he entertain the possibility of retiring into himself as Montaigne
suggests. In this frame of mind, he prepares"to enter into a melancholy
relation of a scene of silent life, such perhaps as was never heard of in
the world before" (RC 81).
Continuing in this vein, Crusoe Uherally sprinkles his subsequent
narrative with reflections upon his state: the island is "horrible" and
"desolate"; he is "divided from mankind, a solitaire, one banished from
humane society" (RC 83-84). He gradually achieves the contemplative
condition but not the inner happiness Defoe so emphatically attributes
to true solitude. "It is certain," Novak quotes Defoe as saying, "that
absolute and perpetual solitude has something in it very disagreeable
and hideous."'^ Only after Crusoe's religious conversion can he cast
aside the misery of literal solitude or isolation, exclaiming that "as for
my solitary life, it was nothing; I did not so much as pray to be
delivered from it, or think of it" (RC 111). At this very point, Crusoe
acquires "the desirable advantages of solitude" despite his isolation,
through "a strict retirement and exact government of [his] thoughts
"WITH aU of the formalities, pgourg, and apparent mortifications"
which constitute "a rape upon human nature" (SR 6).^^
It would be disappointing to this inquiry if the only reconciliation
of Defoe's two definitions of solitude should thus lie in a religious
epiphany, since that argument has convincingly been made before.^''
However, I would argue another answer. Given that the issue of
retirement versus the active life was a viable contemporary abstraction,
it is entirely possible that Defoe tries to accomplish one thing in theory
but ends up with a differing conclusion in the particular. He might
hope the Serious Reflections will operate as gloss, causing "the intelligent

" Daniel T)eiot,MereNatureDelineated (1726), 8, quoted in Novak, Defoe andthe Nature of Man,
31.
"The exact quote from the text reads: "Christians may, without doubt, come to enjoy all the
desirable advantages of solitude by a strict retirementand exactgovernment of their thoughts,
without any of these formalities, rigours, and apparent mortifications, which I think I justly
call a rape upon human nature."
" In his 1965 text, Defoe and SpiritualAutobioffefhy (Princeton: Princeton University Press),
George Starr locates Crusoe's reconciliation to solitude in a regenerative process that brings
him into "closer, more harmonious relation with God" even though "as remote as ever from
the rest of mankind" (70). Crusoe's new-forged reliance on a providential God teaches him
"to find both consolations for and positive benefits in his solitary world" (116).
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reader [to] see dearly the end and design of the whole work; that it is
calculated for, and dedicated to, the improvement and instruction of
mankind" (SR xv), but instead ends up with an independent, sturdy
protagonist who defies compartmentalization and ruptures the carefully
wrought seams of his philosophic argument. Or, to put it another way,
Defoe apparendy desires to come down heavily on the side of no
withdrawal—voluntary or imposed—from the active life to achieve fuU
solitude.
Instead, his enterprising text with its enterprising hero requires
that initial forced removal from society as catalyst for the type of
solitude Defoe wishes him to achieve. I would like to point out that
Crusoe can only write his Serious Rejlections after his island experience;
in an applicable twentieth-century quotation from T. S. Eliot, Crusoe
has "had the experience, but missed the meaning."^^ Meaning comes by
living through isolation (underscoringits attendant quality of imprison
ment) and allowing it to transform into soHtude.^® Is this a necessary
component, then, of achieving the ideal that Montaigne characterizes
and Crusoe/Defoe describes as more accessible "in the middle of the
greatest collection of mankind in the world, I mean at London.. .than
ever I could say I enjoyed iti eight and twenty years' confinement to a
desolate island" (SR 4)? If we go to the text of Robinson Crusoe for
answers, I would argue "yes." Only the tasting of both experiences can
give Crusoe the wisdom to opine on solitude, and only the creation of
his Crusoe myth in light of his own penal isolation can allow Defoe the
latitude to pass judgment on the relative merits of solitude in isolation
versus solitude in society. Crusoe has survived the trial and so has
Defoe in writing Crusoe's text. Neither author nor character can be
exactly the same person after experiencing those "strange, surprizing
adventures." Socrates says we take ourselves along; Tennessee
Williams phrases it somewhat differently in
"We're
all of us sentenced to solitary confinement," Val declares, "inside our
own skins, for Ufe!"^^ In an ideal universe, we should be able to access

T. S. Eliot, "The Four Quartets: The Dry Salvages,"
1909-1962 (London:
Faber and Faber Ltd., 1974) 208.
"• Seejohn Bender, Ima^ningtheVenitentiary (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), for
a discussion of Defoe and the prison.
" Tennessee Williams, Orpheus Descending (New York: Dramatists Play Service, Inc. 1959),
ILL
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the community of the inner self in the back room of the mind; in reality
Robinson Crusoe suggests, some sort of isolation experience in the real
world is necessary to catalyze those impulses into a synchronal
resonance. Or, as John Bender comments in Imagining the Penitentiary,
"Solitude is redefined not merely as a physical state, not merely as a
state of mind, but as a condition of being,a condition rendered
possible only by the fusion of experiences.
Defoe's bifurcated definition of solitude can come together in
finality without a mandatory religious experience. But as readers, we
must project two arenas of activity: the real, and the ideal. The real
represents the environment, the nitty-gritty of a physicalsurround. The
ideal reflects man's world, described by Yi-Fu Tuan as "a fabric of ideas
and dreams, some of which [man] manages to give visible form."^'
Robinson Crusoe draws from the stuffs of the environment; Serious
Reflections draws from the dreams and attempts to give them visible
form. In a transcendence of Virginia Woolf s mundane clay pot, the
two texts interfuse, becoming Defoe's unique reconfiguration of
solitude in the eighteenth century's philosophic controversy surround
ing the vita activa versus the retired life.
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